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POSTPONED QUESTIONS
                    

Notice Given Thursday, August 26 2004

2360. Hon Derrick Tomlinson to the Leader of the House representing the Premier
(SO 138(d) response - October 21 2004)

Notice Given Friday, August 27 2004

2369. Hon Norman Moore to the Minister for Housing and Works representing the Minister for
Police and Emergency Services (SO 138(d) response - October 22 2004)

2371. Hon Norman Moore to the Minister for Housing and Works representing the Minister for
Justice (SO 138(d) response - October 22 2004)

Notice Given Tuesday, September 21 2004

2395. Hon Ray Halligan to the Minister for Housing and Works representing the Minister for Justice

2396. Hon Ray Halligan to the Minister for Housing and Works representing the Minister for Justice

2405. Hon Ray Halligan to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Planning and
Infrastructure

2423. Hon Jim Scott to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Planning and
Infrastructure

Notice Given Thursday, September 23 2004

2449. Hon Derrick Tomlinson to the Leader of the House representing the Premier
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Notice Given Tuesday, September 28 2004

2453. Hon Robin Chapple to the Minister for Local Government and Regional Development
representing the Minister for the Environment

2454. Hon Norman Moore to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Planning and
Infrastructure

2458. Hon Christine Sharp to the Minister for Local Government and Regional Development
representing the Minister for the Environment

2459. Hon Christine Sharp to the Minister for Local Government and Regional Development
representing the Minister for the Environment

2460. Hon Christine Sharp to the Minister for Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries

2461. Hon Christine Sharp to the Minister for Local Government and Regional Development
representing the Minister for the Environment

2462. Hon Christine Sharp to the Minister for Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries

2463. Hon Christine Sharp to the Minister for Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries

2464. Hon Jim Scott to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Planning and
Infrastructure

Notice Given Wednesday, September 29 2004

2465. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State
Development

2466. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State
Development

2467. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State
Development

2468. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State
Development

2469. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State
Development

2470. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State
Development

2471. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State
Development

2472. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State
Development

2473. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State
Development

2474. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State
Development
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Notice Given Tuesday, October 19 2004

2475. Hon Robin Chapple to the Minister for Housing and Works representing the Minister for
Energy

2476. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Planning and
Infrastructure

2477. Hon Ray Halligan to the Minister for Housing and Works representing the Minister for Police
and Emergency Services

2478. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Planning and
Infrastructure

2479. Hon Robin Chapple to the Minister for Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries

2480. Hon Jim Scott to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Planning and
Infrastructure

2481. Hon Jim Scott to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Planning and
Infrastructure

2482. Hon Jim Scott to the Minister for Local Government and Regional Development representing
the Minister for the Environment

2483. Hon Jim Scott to the Minister for Local Government and Regional Development representing
the Minister for the Environment

2484. Hon Jim Scott to the Minister for Local Government and Regional Development representing
the Minister for the Environment

2485. Hon Jim Scott to the Minister for Local Government and Regional Development representing
the Minister for the Environment

Notice Given Wednesday, October 20 2004

2486. Hon Giz Watson to the Minister for Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries

2487. Hon Ray Halligan to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Health

2488. Hon Ray Halligan to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Health

2489. Hon Ray Halligan to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Health

2490. Hon Ray Halligan to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Health

2491. Hon Ray Halligan to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Health

2492. Hon Ray Halligan to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Health

2493. Hon Ray Halligan to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Health

2494. Hon Ray Halligan to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Health

2495. Hon Ray Halligan to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Education and
Training

2496. Hon Ray Halligan to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Health

2497. Hon Simon O’Brien to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Health
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2498. Hon Jim Scott to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Planning and
Infrastructure

2499. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State
Development

2500. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State
Development

2501. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State
Development

2502. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State
Development

2503. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State
Development

2504. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State
Development

2505. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State
Development

2506. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State
Development

2507. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State
Development

2508. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State
Development

2509. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State
Development

2510. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Planning and
Infrastructure

2511. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Planning and
Infrastructure

Notice Given Thursday, October 21 2004

2512. Hon Robin Chapple to the Minister for Local Government and Regional Development
representing the Minister for the Environment

2513. Hon Robin Chapple to the Leader of the House representing the Premier

2514. Hon Robin Chapple to the Minister for Housing and Works representing the Minister for
Energy

2515. Hon Robin Chapple to the Minister for Local Government and Regional Development
representing the Minister for the Environment

2516. Hon Robin Chapple to the Minister for Housing and Works representing the Minister for
Energy
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Notice Given Friday, October 22 2004

2517. Hon Robyn McSweeney to the Minister for Housing and Works representing the Minister for
Police and Emergency Services

2518. Hon Ray Halligan to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Planning and
Infrastructure

2519. Hon Jim Scott to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Health
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Notice given Tuesday, October 26 2004

2520. Hon Norman Moore to the Minister for Local Government and Regional Development
representing the Minister for the Environment

I refer to the Regional Open Space Plan by the Environmental Protection Authority in Australind, and
ask -

(1) Is the Minister aware that the stakeholders of Lot 28 Clifton Close, Australind, purchased the
land in 1978 with a view to develop the land, and have outlaid considerable resources that are
now being jeopardised due to the Government’s stealth like tactics that are undermining the
Australian ideal of freehold land?

(2) Why aren’t the stakeholders of Lot 28 Clifton Close, Australind, given specific information
relating to the determination of their land?

(3) Is the Minister aware that the uncertainty created by the lack of detailed information
(including a specific time-line for the finalisation of the Regional Open Space Plan) impinges
on the future planning of Lot 28 Clifton Close, Australind?

(4) If yes to (3), please detail what specific action you will undertake to clarify the situation so
that the stakeholders of Lot 28 Clifton Close, Australind, can have security and certainty over
their freehold land?

(5) If no to (3), please provide a summary of what will happen to Lot 28 Clifton Close,
Australind, (and when) under the Regional Open Space Plan to provide certainty and security
to the stakeholders of Lot 28 Clifton Close, Australind?

2521. Hon Ray Halligan to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Planning and
Infrastructure

With regard to the Southern Rail Link, will the Minister please advise the commencement and
completion dates for -

(a) Stage 1 of Package A;

(b) Stage 1 of Package D;

(c) Stage 1 of Package E;

(d) Stage 1 of Package F (forward works);

(e) Stage 1 of Package F (remainder);

(f) Stage 1 of Package B;

(g) Stage 1 of Package C;

(h) Stage 1 commissioning and hand-over;

(i) Stage 2 of Package A;
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(j) Stage 2 of Package C; and

(k) Stage 2 commissioning and hand-over?

2522. Hon Ray Halligan to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Planning and
Infrastructure

Will the Minister please advise -

(1) The cost per public bus of installing digital recording devices for security purposes?

(2) The cost per annum of running Central Area Transit bus services in Fremantle and the CBD?

(3) Will the 15 percent and 25 percent fare discounts currently available on multi-rider tickets still
apply under the Smartcard program?

2523. Hon Ray Halligan to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Education and
Training

Will the Minister please advise -

(1) Does the Government intend to amalgamate Ferndale, Lynwood and Kinlock Primary
Schools?

(2) If so, when and on what site?

(3) What does the Government intend to use the Ferndale, Lynwood and Kinlock Primary School
sites for?

(4) Will the Minister provide a guarantee that the new amalgamated school will not be located on
the Ferndale Park?

2524. Hon Robyn McSweeney to the Minister for Local Government and Regional Development

I refer to headworks, and ask -

(1) Does the Government have any scheme or grant system available to non-profit organisations
that erect new buildings?

(2) The St. John Ambulance Centre in Bridgetown is in the process of building a new Ambulance
Centre and want to know if there are any rebates on headworks charges?

2525. Hon Robyn McSweeney to the Leader of the House representing the Premier

I refer to a function held at Parliament House on the evening of Thursday, October 21, outside the
Aboriginal Peoples’ Room on the second floor of Parliament House, and ask -
(1) What was this function in aid of?
(2) What was it called?
(3) Who hosted this function?
(4) Who payed for this function?
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2526. Hon Jim Scott to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Planning and
Infrastructure

Regarding the Blair Fox Poultry Litter Incinerator proposal at Muchea -

(1) Is the Minister aware that the establishment of this proposal would not comply with our
obligations to the Stockholm Convention, Article 5, which covers the Unintentional
Production of Annex C chemicals (PCBs, Dioxins and Furans)?

(2) Is the Minister aware that the proposal would be defined as an incineration plant under the
European Council’s Waste Incineration Directive?

2527. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State
Development

I refer to a briefing note reference 97846 signed by Lee Ranford, Director General, Department of
Industry and Resources dated May 17 2000, which I understand was prepared by Bill Biggs and the
response prepared for the Minister signed by Norman Moore MLC, Minister for Mines, addressed to
Hon Doug Shave MLA, Minister for Lands; Fair Trading both titled ‘Kalgoorlie Consolidated Gold
Mines and adjoining Leases’, question on notice No. 1334 May 2 1995, a Report dated
June 28 1996 signed by Alan Holmes, District Mining Engineer and Eugene Bouwhuis,
Environmental and Rehabilitation Officer titled ‘Complaint from Optimum Resources Pty Ltd -
Pollution Leakage and Seepage from Kalgoorlie Consolidated Gold Mines Mines Pty Ltd (KCGM)
tailings facilities onto Prospecting Licences P26/1848 and P26/1858’, the ‘Independent Review of a
Proposal to raise the Fimiston I tailings dam at Kalgoorlie dated October 2004’ prepared by Thompson
and Brett consulting engineers and all documents held on Departmental files concerning these matters
commencing from early 1993 through till 2004 -

(1) Given that part of the draft response reference 97846 states ‘Over the years there have been a
number of claims made by Optimum against KCGM regarding the alleged impact of KCGM’s
activities on Optimum’s leases…The Department of Minerals and Energy (DME) and the
Department of Environmental Protection have investigated these claims on numerous
occasions and have not been able to identify any significant impact from KCGM’s
operations’, will the Minister explain why the Department has repeatedly given incorrect and
misleading information and therefore misrepresented information to the Minister in preparing
the draft response for the Minister given that clearly their has been significant adverse affects
occurring for the following factual reasons -

(a) The Department of Industry and Resources has on its files a copy of a review
concerning the tailings storage facilities performed by the Waters and Rivers
Commission in 1998 which clearly identified that extensive water mounding in the
area between Fimiston I and Fimiston II was caused by the operation of both of these
tailings dams;

(b) significant amounts of vegetation has been identified as being under stress and dying
since 1994 through 2004 caused predominantly by seepage from the Fimiston I and
Fimiston II tailings facilities;

(c) the June 28 1996 Report clearly states ‘The statement relating to dead and stressed
vegetation was shown to be correct. The area where significant numbers of
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dead/stressed Eucalypt trees were noted and photographed shown on the Tengraph
Plan. The deaths were clearly recent and some trees were in the process of dying on
the day of the inspection, many of the trees were mature and were perhaps greater
than fifty years old’;

(d) a letter on Departmental files (reference 14818) dated July 30 1996 titled ‘Allegations
of Pollution, Seepage Etc Optimum Resources Pty Ltd’ in part states ‘In view of the
Reports conclusions that there appears to be some substance in Mr Kean’s allegations,
I have discussed the matter with Alan Holmes (DME Kalgoorlie), Jim Torlach and
Hugh Jones’; and

(e) part of the October 2004 Thompson and Brett Report on page 13 states ‘It is
concluded that significant seepage occurs from TSF’s on the KCGM lease and that
this has led to a rise in groundwater levels within a range of 12 to 20m depending on
location. The Seepage mound has extended up to 2km from the source, resulting in a
combined mound covering an area of 15 to 20km2.   The seepage mound has
introduced elevated salinity and other contaminants into the natural ground water’?

(2) If no to (1), why not?

2528. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State
Development

I refer to a letter to the Minister dated September 17 2004 signed by Jim Leggate, a well known and
respected environmental inspector from the Department of Minerals and Energy in Queensland who
has publicly exposed serious impropriety, serious deficiencies and lack of regulatory enforcement
within the mining industry which was addressed to the Minister for State Development concerning the
Cooke Review -

(1) Can the Minister state the specific date on which the above letter was received in his office?

(2) If no to (1), why not?

(3) Does the Minister agree with all the statements made by Mr Leggate in his letter to the
Minister?

(4) If no to (3), can the Minister state which specific statements he does not agree with and the
reasons why he holds those views?

(5) Will the Minister table a copy of the written response from the Minister to Mr Jim Leggate?

(6) If no to (5), why not?

2529. Hon Robin Chapple to the Minister for Local Government and Regional Development

I refer to a complaint dated March 17 2004 concerning the City of Kalgoorlie-Boulder, non-
declaration of financial interests sent to the Minister for Local Government and Regional
Development -

(1) Can the Minister state the specific date on which the above letter was received in the office?
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(2) If no to (1), why not?

(3) Can the Minister state why it has taken over seven months, and still as of October 26 2004 the
investigation has not been finalised into all of these matters?

(4) If no to (3), why not?

(5) Can the Minister give the specific reasons why the Councillor named has not breached
Section 5.65 of the Local Government Act 1995 in relation to Item 16.2.6, given that he did
not declare any interest even though he had been named in the above letter in the list of
disclosing members approved to participate in discussions and decision making process
relating to Item 16.2.6, and has previously declared a financial interest in this development by
disclosing ownership of a commercial property (eg. September 10 2001, October 27 2003,
February 24 2004)?

(6) If no to (5), why not?

(7) Will the Department institute prosecution proceedings or be prosecuting the Councillor
referred to in question (5) above?

(8) If no to (7), why not?

(9) Can the Minister give the specific reasons why all the persons named in the letter of
March 17 2004 have not breached Section 5.65 of the Local Government Act 1995 by the non-
declaration of a financial interest in relation to Item 16.2.7?

(10) If no to (9), why not?

(11) Can the Minister give the specific reasons why the specific Councillor named in the complaint
has not breached Section 5.65 of the Local Government Act 1995 by non-declaration of a
financial interest in relation to Item 16.2.7?

(12) If no to (11), why not?

(13) Will the Department institute prosecution proceedings or prosecute any of the persons referred
to in the letter of March 17 2004, and in questions (9) and (11) above?

(14) If no to (13), why not?

(15) Will the Minister ensure that if any prosecution action is taken, that it is done well within the
statutory time limit of the offences?

(16) If no to (15), why not?
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2530. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State
Development

I refer to a stop work order issued by the Department of Minerals and Energy dated July 24 1996, sent
to Gold Mines of Australia concerning the Youanmi Gold Mine, a briefing note to the Minister signed
by K R Perry, Director General dated July 25 1996, and the Fimiston I tailings dam review report
dated October 2004 prepared by Thompson and Brett concerning both the Fimiston I and Fimiston II
tailings dams owned by Barrick Gold and Newmont Mining and the Cooke Review Final Report -

(1) Is it correct that the briefing note to the Minister states ‘On the 24 July 1996 the State Mining
Engineer issued a stop work order to Gold Mines of Australia (GMA), requiring the company
to stop hypersaline water discharge to the environment from their Youanmi Gold Mine. This
follows almost a month of correspondence with GMA and their continued inability to correct
the problem. For your information, this stop work order may affect continuity of their
underground operations’?

(2) If no to (1), will the Minister table the briefing note dated July 25 1996?

(3) Can the Minister explain why Kalgoorlie Consolidated Gold Mines Pty Ltd (KCGM) have
been permitted by the Department of Industry and Resources for over ten years to seriously
affect Optimum Resources Pty Ltd tenements P26/1848 and P26/1858 and an area
of 15 to 20 square kilometres with elevated hypersaline water and toxic contaminants despite
ten years of KCGM’s inability to correct the problem without a stop work order being placed
on both the Fimiston I and Fimiston II tailings dams?

(4) If no to (3), why not?

(5) Is it correct that the stop work order dated July 24 1996, under the heading of ‘Adverse effect
or potential adverse effect of the operation/activity on the environment’ states ‘Death of
vegetation and pollution of soil resource by saline discharge to the environment’?

(6) If yes to (5), can the Minister explain why a stop work order was needed to prevent pollution
of a soil resource by saline water discharge and deaths to vegetation in the environment given
that this operation is in a remote location away from a township and the soil resource and
deaths to vegetation existed on land owned by the company?

(7) Is it correct that the stop work order dated July 24 1996, under the heading ‘Reason for the
Operation/Activity to be stopped’ it states ‘Prevent further spread of pollutant in the
environment’?

(8) If no to (7), will the Minister table the stop work order dated July 24 1996?

(9) Can the Minister explain why the Department wanted to prevent the further spread of pollutant
hypersaline water in the environment with a stop work order, yet with KCGM the Department
has done everything within its powers including repeatedly providing incorrect and misleading
information to Ministers and other persons, blaming Optimum Resources personnel to
accommodate KCGM when it was stated by the Thompson and Brett Review ‘It is concluded
that significant seepage occurs from the TSF’s on the KCGM’ lease and that this has led to a
rise in groundwater levels within a range of 12 to 20m depending on location. The seepage
mound has extended up to 2km from the source, resulting in a combined mound covering an
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area of 15 to 20 km2. The seepage mound has introduced elevated salinity and other
contaminants into the natural groundwater’?

(10) If no to (9), why not?

2531. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State
Development

I refer to a paper delivered by Mr Hugh Jones, Department of Minerals and Energy, the regulator of
the industry titled ‘Meeting the Communities Future Requirements’ delivered to various companies
and individuals in the goldfields at the ‘Proceedings Noise and Groundwater Management
Workshops 30-31 August 1996’, a stop work order issued by the Department of Minerals and Energy
dated July 24 1996 sent to Gold Mines of Australia concerning the Youanmi Gold Mine, a briefing
note to the Minister signed by K R Perry, Director General dated July 25 1996, and the Fimiston I
tailings dam review report dated October 2004 prepared by Thompson and Brett concerning both the
Fimiston I and Fimiston II tailings dams owned by Barrick Gold and Newmont Mining, operated by
Kalgoorlie Consolidated Gold Mines Pty Ltd (KCGM) and the Cooke Review Final Report -

(1) Can the Minister explain why the Department did not allow/tolerate ten years of
correspondence to continue with Gold Mines of Australia and allow hypersaline water as a
pollutant to spread further in the environment, as they have done with KCGM?

(2) If no to (1), why not?

(3) Can the Minister explain why the Department only tolerated one month of correspondence
with Gold Mines of Australia for their inability to correct the problem before issuing a stop
work order?

(4) If no to (3), why not?

(5) Is it correct that part of the paper delivered by Mr Hugh Jones in 1996 states ‘The Pollution of
ground water systems is currently a very active debate in metropolitan Perth where a
considerable percentage for water supply for domestic consumption is ground water. It is easy
to recognise as pollution petrol and oil seeping from the metropolitan service stations entering
the ground water which is then supplied for domestic consumption. It is not so obvious to
consider hyper saline water seeping from a tailing structure and entering a hypersaline ground
water system as pollution. However this is often pollution because the quality of water seeping
out of the tailings structure is different from the quality of the receiving ground water. For
example, the water seeping out of the tailings structure may have a very different pH from the
receiving ground water and under those differing pH conditions many heavy metals could be
mobilised. Secondly it is possible that the waters could contain residual cyanide and other
treatment re-agents which could render the ground water unsuitable for future processing. A
cyanide rich groundwater water would be almost useless in a flotation plant as the cyanide
will actively alter the flotation properties of a number of minerals’?

(6) If no to (5), can the Minister quote the specific text from this paper delivered by Mr Hugh
Jones?

(7) Will the Minister table a copy of the paper delivered by Mr Hugh Jones from the Department
of Minerals and Energy?
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(8) If no to (7), why not?

2532. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State
Development

I refer to a paper delivered by Mr Hugh Jones, Department of Minerals and Energy, titled ‘Meeting the
Communities Future Requirements’ delivered to various companies and individuals in the goldfields at
the ‘Proceedings Noise and Groundwater Management Workshops 30-31 August 1996’, a stop work
order issued by the Department of Minerals and Energy dated July 24 1996 sent to Gold Mines of
Australia concerning the Youanmi Gold Mine, a briefing note to the Minister signed by K R Perry,
Director General dated July 25 1996, and the Fimiston I tailings dam review report dated
October 2004 prepared by Thompson and Brett concerning both the Fimiston I and Fimiston II tailings
dams owned by Barrick Gold and Newmont Mining, operated by Kalgoorlie Consolidated Gold Mines
Pty Ltd (KCGM) and the Cooke Review Final Report -

(1) Can the Minister explain why the Department, since 1996 through 2004, at many other mining
operations (excluding Gold Mines of Australia Youanmi Gold Mine with a hypersaline water
environment) have rigorously and thoroughly enforced hypersaline water as being a pollutant
along with other contaminants containing residual cyanide and treatment re-agents in
accordance with the paper delivered by Hugh Jones, yet with KCGM Fimiston I and Fimiston
II tailings dam this has been totally ignored?

(2) If no to (1), why not?

2533. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State
Development

I refer to news article on ABC Newsonline titled ‘Minister confident miner will fix dam problems’,
Thursday, October 21 2004, concerning the Fimiston I tailings dam report by Thompson and Brett -

(1) Is it correct that the Minister stated to the ABC radio ‘You’ve got to examine the problem and
then you’ve got to move to rectify it, so the purpose of this review has shown up a number of
issues occurring away from the site and those matters will have to be looked at when we make
our determinations in the future’?

(2) If no to (1), what specifically did the Minister state to ABC radio?

(3) Can the Minister explain why he is confident that owners Barrick Gold of Australia and
Newmont Mining, operator Kalgoorlie Consolidated Gold Mines Pty Ltd will fix the dam
problems, given that the real problems lie with the Department of Industry and Resources in
its inability to provide honest, accurate, impartial, relevant advice to the Minister/others and to
enforce the laws in a consistent diligent manner to protect Optimum Resources tenements and
the wider environment?

(4) If no to (3), why not?

(5) Can the Minister state specifically what are all the problems that the Minister has identified
when he told ABC radio that you then have to move to rectify it?

(6) If no to (5), why not?
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(7) As the Minister ultimately responsible for the investigations and previous investigations by the
Department of Industry and Resources and any regulatory enforcement will the Minister
demand from the Department that KCGM’s management strategy for dealing with the seepage
from the Fimiston I and Fimiston II tailings dams be changed with a clear view that there
should be no significant environmental impacts occurring to Optimum Resources tenements
and that very strong regulatory enforcement is instigated?

(8) If no to (7), why not?

(9) Will the Minister move to urgently rectify the problems within the Department of Industry and
Resources given that it has allowed a situation to arise whereby significant seepage now
occurs from TSF’s on the KCGM lease and that this has led to a rise in groundwater levels
within a range of 12 to 20m depending on location and the seepage mound has extended up
to 2km from the source resulting in a combined mound covering an area of 15 to 20 square
kilometres along with toxic contaminants being introduced into the natural groundwater?

(10) If no to (9), why not?

2534. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State
Development

I refer to the ‘Water Quality Protection Guidelines No. 2, Mining and Mineral Processing tailings
facilities’ dated 2000, produced by the Department of Minerals and Energy, Department of
Environmental Protection and the Waters and Rivers Commission -

(1) Is it correct that part of the document dated 2000 states ‘Tailings are commonly disposed of in
purpose built containment dams, mined-out voids, valleys in overburden stripping or
underground mined areas. Where possible a site should be selected where the natural ground
exhibits a permeability of less than 10-9 m/s. Where this is not possible an engineered lining
system may be required to protect underlying ground water resources. A hydrological and
geochemical assessment should be conducted prior to the disposal of the material to ensure
that groundwater or void water quality will not be adversely affected’?

(2) If no to (1), will the Minister table a copy of the above referred to document?

(3) Can the Minister explain why the Department of Minerals and Energy advocated to
proponents of tailings dams that the natural ground conditions should exhibit a permeability of
less than 10-9 m/s?

(4) If no to (3), why not?

(5) Can the Minister explain why the Department of Minerals and Energy advocated to
proponents of tailings dams that where 10-9 m/s is not possible for natural ground an
engineered lining system may be required to protect underlying groundwater resources?

(6) If no to (5), why not?

(7) Can the Minister state why a hydrological and geochemical assessment should be conducted
prior to the disposal of tailings material to ensure that groundwater or void water quality will
not be adversely affected?
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(8) If no to (7), why not?

(9) Is it correct that part of this 2000 document states ‘Tailings facilities should not be constructed
over watercourses, as these drainage pathways are often underlain by fractured rock zones that
provide porous seepage paths to the external environment. To minimise unnecessary impacts
on neighbouring leases, the facilities should not be constructed on the boundaries of leases’?

(10) If no to (9), will the Minister specifically quote the text from the document?

(11) Can the Minister explain why facilities for all proponents tailings dams ‘should not be
constructed on the boundaries of leases’ to prevent unnecessary impacts on neighbouring
leases, as the Department has clearly shown with the Fimiston I and Fimiston II tailings dams
that it simply ignores these serious adverse environmental impacts even when complaints are
made and evidence exists for over ten years?

(12) If no to (11), why not?

2535. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State
Development

I refer to a briefing note dated May 6 1998, reference 87756, which I understand is signed by the
Acting Director General, C D Branch to the Hon Minister titled ‘Letter at pages 191/192 from Mr Ray
Kean’ -

(1) Is it correct that this briefing note that states ‘This latest letter from Mr Kean refers to your
letter to him dated 3 April 1998 (see page 169) and again asks you personally to visit
Kalgoorlie to investigate the operations of KCGM. He also repeats his allegations that your
Departmental officers have misled you and failed to properly and thoroughly investigate and
collect all the evidence; and asks that KCGM be issued with a stop work order. At
pages 197 to 199 is a copy of the Report of Mr J W Biggs…(Manager Environment and
Rehabilitation) dated September 24 1997 concerning an on site visit he made with Mr E
Bouwhuis, Environmental officer in the company of Mr Ray Kean, Mr Steve Kean and Mr
Fred Holden of Optimum Resources.’ That Report concludes ‘I believe that they (the Keans
and Mr Holden) have been given a more than reasonable hearing and failed to take the
opportunity to present the necessary information to support their allegations. Attached for
your consideration is a suggested reply to Mr Kean’?

(2) If no to (1), can the Minister specifically quote the full text of the briefing note dated
May 6 1998?

(3) Can the Minister explain why the Acting Director General has provided incorrect and
misleading information to the Minister supplied by Mr Bill Biggs and misrepresented the
whole entire matter given that Mr Biggs clearly told Mr Ray Kean, Steve Kean and Fred
Holden that they had some very valid concerns, he did not have the time to go through the
evidence in the three boxes which was in the Government vehicle available for him to look at
as he had to be back on a return flight back to Perth that afternoon and that Mr Biggs said he
would come back and go through all the evidence in the three boxes and any other evidence
including further on site inspections to verify other site evidence?

(4) If no to (3), why not?
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(5) Can the Minister explain how the Keans and Mr Holden can possibly have been given a
reasonable hearing and failed to take the opportunity to present necessary information to
support their allegations given that this statement is a blatant distortion of the facts which
transpired on the day in question when Mr Bill Biggs stood out the front residence of Mr Ray
Kean and told these three people that they had some very valid concerns, he did not have the
time to go through the evidence in the three boxes which was in the Government vehicle
available for him to look at as he had to back on a return flight back to Perth that afternoon
and that Mr Biggs said he would come back and go through all the evidence in the three boxes
and any other evidence including further on site inspections to verify other site evidence?

(6) If no to (5), why not?

2536. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State
Development

I refer to the Skinner Report dated March 29 2004, titled ‘Advice to the Director General Department
of Industry and Resources regarding three cases of misinformation referred to in the Cooke Review of
Environmental and Public Safety impacts of mining in the Kalgoorlie area’ -

(1) Given that part of the Report states ‘For whatever reason, the prepared response makes no
reference to the greater seepage velocities contained in the subsequent sentence of the Report.
This would therefore appear to be a case of evidenced misinformation’ will the Department of
Industry and Resources now apologise to Mr Steve Kean of Optimum Resources Pty Ltd?

(2) If no to (1), why not?

(3) Given that part of this Report states ‘Again for whatever reason, there does not appear to have
been a check back to the source document to confirm the seepage rates being quoted’, will the
Department of Industry and Resources now write and apologise to Mr Ray Kean as he had
raised it in his letter to the Minister dated January 28 1998’?

(4) If no to (3), why not?

2537. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State
Development

I refer to a letter dated January 28 1998 from Mr Ray Kean addressed to the Hon Minister for Mines, a
briefing note reference 86425, undated signed by Lee Ranford addressed to the Hon Minister, and a
Departmental response reference 86425 dated March 3 1998, signed by Hon Norman Moore addressed
to Mr Ray Kean -

(1) Is it correct that part of the letter dated January 28 1998 from Mr Ray Kean states ‘Here once
again you as the Minister for Mines have misled the Legislative Council. I say to you the truth
is the State Ombudsman has never investigated your Department with respect to these matters
and therefore cannot have exonerated the actions of your Department (Department of Minerals
and Energy). Once again I take serious offence to your repetitive abuse of your powers in
repetitively misleading the Legislative Council with this misleading and deceptive
information’?

(2) If no to (1), will the Minister quote the specific text from Mr Ray Kean letter?
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(3) Will the Minister table a copy of the letter dated January 28 1998, from Mr Ray Kean, the
undated briefing note reference 86425 signed by Lee Ranford addressed to Hon Minister and
the Departmental response reference 86425 dated March 3 1998, eventually signed by Hon
Norman Moore addressed to Ray Kean?

(4) Will the Department of Industry and Resources now write and apologise separately to both Mr
Ray Kean and Mr Steve Kean and the Parliament for providing incorrect and misleading
information in relation to advising the Minister for Mines that the State Ombudsman had
investigated and exonerated the Department given that this was clearly incorrect and
misleading as the Department has on its files a letter dated December 12 1997, signed by the
Ombudsman stating ‘I confirm that your understanding of the situation a stated in
paragraphs 1 to 3 is correct’ referring to a letter dated December 10 1997 from Mr Steve
Kean?

(5) If no to (4), why not?

(6) Will the Minister table a copy of Mr Steve Keans letter addressed to State Ombudsman dated
December 10 1997, and the Ombudsman’s response dated December 12 1997, so that any
person can clearly see that the Department of Minerals and Energy has provided incorrect and
misleading information to the Minister and to the Parliament?

(7) If no to (6), why not?

(8) Is it correct that the undated briefing note signed by Lee Ranford reference 86425 states
‘Attached for your consideration please is a suggested self explanatory response to recent
correspondence from Mr Kean which accuses you inter alia of repetitive abuse of your powers
in repetitively misleading the Legislative Council with this misleading and deceptive
information. The letter relates to issues addressed by you and the Department on many
previous occasions. Mr Kean has sent a copy of his letter to various other persons. Also
attached are letters forwarding these people a copy of your response’?

(9) If no to (8), will the Minister quote the specific text of the undated briefing note signed by Lee
Ranford to the Hon Minister?

2538. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State
Development

I refer to a letter dated January 28 1998 from Mr Ray Kean addressed to the Hon Minister for Mines, a
briefing note reference 86425, undated signed by Lee Ranford addressed to the Hon Minister, and
Departmental response prepared for the Minister reference 86425, dated March 3 1998, signed by Hon
Norman Moore MLC, Minister for Mines addressed to Mr Ray Kean -

(1) Is it correct that part of the letter dated March 3 1998, prepared by the Department of Minerals
and Energy for the Minister states ‘In response to your letter dated 28 January 1998
concerning Legislative Council question on notice of November 11 1997 number 1125 I take
exception to your fanciful suggestion that I have acted improperly and misled the Legislative
Council on the issues raised. At all times I have acted in accordance with the advice received
from the Department of Minerals and Energy and I have no reason to doubt the veracity of the
that advice. Accordingly I do not propose to comment on the many outrageous claims in your
letter. With regard to the final two paragraphs of your letter I enclose a copy of my letter to
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you dated 20 August 1997 (Reference 83694, 83933 and 83951) which clearly states my
position on these matters. For your information I have forwarded a copy of this letter to the
seven persons who received a copy of your letter’?

(2) If no to (1), will the Minister specifically quote the full text of the letter dated March 3 1998,
prepared by the Department of Minerals and Energy for the Minister for Mines?

(3) Will the Department of Industry and Resources now write separately and apologise to both Mr
Ray Kean and Mr Steve Kean of Optimum Resources Pty Ltd, including the previous Minister
for Mines, and all those seven persons that were referred to as the seven persons who received
a copy of your letter in that incorrect and misleading information was clearly once again
provided to all these people in written correspondence as a result of incompetent/incorrect and
misleading advice from the Department of Minerals and Energy?

(4) If no to (3), why not?

(5) Will the Director General specifically now instruct all Departmental staff through a
memorandum that Mr Ray Kean or Mr Steve Kean are to be treated with respect, courtesy and
consideration, just as is any other member of the public and under no circumstances are these
persons including Optimum Resources personnel are to be victimised, intimidated or abused?

(6) If no to (5), why not?

(7) Is Mr Ray Kean, Mr Steve Kean and any Optimum personnel entitled to be treated by
Departmental staff in an objective, courteous, and professional manner as a result of the
Cooke Review and the Skinner Report?

(8) If no to (7), why not?

(9) If yes to (7), will the Director General issue a memorandum to all staff reinforcing that view
along with honest, accurate, objective and relevant advice must be provided to the Minister at
all times so as to ensure that a repeat of this situation never occurs again?

2539. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State
Development

I refer to a letter dated January 28 1998, from Mr Ray Kean addressed to the Hon Minister for Mines,
a briefing note reference 86425, undated signed by Lee Ranford addressed to the Hon Minister, and a
Departmental response prepared for the Minister reference 86425 dated March 3 1998, signed by Hon
Norman Moore MLC, Minister for Mines, addressed to Mr Ray Kean, and the Skinner Report dated
March 29 2004 -

(1) Given that part of the Report states ‘I am of the opinion that the reply is misleading in not also
acknowledging the greater seepage velocity (notwithstanding whether leakage affected the
prospecting licences or not)’, will the Department now write to all those seven persons
referred to in the letter dated March 3 1998, including the previous Minister for Mines, Mr
Ray and Mr Steve Kean and apologise for providing misleading advice?

(2) If no to (1), why not?
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2540. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State
Development

I refer to a letter dated January 28 1998, from Mr Ray Kean addressed to the Hon Minister for Mines,
a briefing note reference 86425, undated signed by Lee Ranford addressed to the Hon Minister and
Departmental response prepared for the Minister reference 86425 dated March 3 1998, signed by Hon
Norman Moore MLC, Minister for Mines addressed to Mr Ray Kean and the Skinner Report dated
March 29 2004 -

(1) Given that part of the Skinner Report states ‘In respect to the rate of seepage, the answer
would appear incomplete in not acknowledging the greater seepage rate but is strictly correct
as it directly quotes Hon Giz Watson’s PQ 1131 which only refers to the lesser rate (see
following section). However, the answer is incorrect in another part where it appears to
introduce for the first time (in respect to the Ministers January 10 1994 letter and
the 1993 Golder Report) the phrase ‘beneath’ the surface around P26/1848 and P26/1858. The
Hon Giz Watsons PQ 1125 and 1131 refer to velocities beneath the surface and inconvenience
to the licences and directly affecting the licence. They (especially PQ 1131) did not refer to
beneath the surface around P26/1848 and P26/1858. The answer provided by the Department
introduced the phrase. This incorrect statement provided by the Department when used
subsequently in asking Parliamentary Question’s, is used as a reverse logic in correctly
reasoning that the 1993 Report did not confirm rates beneath the licences’, will the
Department write separately to both Mr Steve Kean of Optimum Resources Pty Ltd, Mr Ray
Kean and the seven persons referred to in the letter dated March 3 1998, apologising for
providing incorrect information and introducing incorrect statements which have seriously
impacted on how these matters have been dealt with by the Department?

(2) If no to (1), why not?

2541. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State
Development

I specifically refer to the Australian/New Zealand Standard SAA/SNZ HB 76-1996 - ‘Dangerous
Goods - Initial Emergency Response Guide’, and any of it’s amendments or replacements -

(1) Will the Minister confirm that within the ‘Dangerous Goods - Initial Emergency Response
Guide SAA/SNZ HB 76-1996’, that United Nations Dangerous Goods
Numbers 3090 and 3091, have been allocated to identify the categories of lithium batteries,
lithium batteries contained in equipment, and lithium batteries packed with equipment?

(2) If not, why not?

(3) Will the Minister confirm that United Nations Numbers 3090 and 3091, and the lithium
batteries categories are commonly assigned to ‘Guide Number 26’ by the SAA/SNZ HB 76-
1996 Emergency Response (page 62)?

(4) If not, why not?

(5) Consequently, will the Minister confirm that lithium batteries and lithium batteries contained
in equipment or lithium batteries packed with equipment, are all in fact declared to be
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Dangerous Goods in Guide 26, and therefore fall within the Western Australian Explosive and
Dangerous Goods Act?

(6) If not, why not?

(7) In relation to the lithium battery fire that occurred on the premises of the Tox Free Company,
Masons Road, Kwinana, on May 6 2004, will the Minister confirm that his Department of
Industry and Resource Communications Manager Mr Roger Buddridge made a public
statement that ‘lithium batteries were not classified as Dangerous Goods’?

(8) If not, why not?

(9) Will the Minister confirm that the Health Information Advice contained in Guide No. 26 in
SAA/SNZ HB 76-1996, clearly advises that (pertinent to lithium batteries involved in a fire
event) ‘Inhalation or contact with vapour, substance or decomposition products may cause
severe injury or death’, and goes on to say ‘Runoff from fire control or dilution water may be
poisonous and/or corrosive and pollute waterways’?

(10) If not, why not?

(11) Does the Minister agree that such health impacts consequently prove Hazardous Toxicity from
the batteries as well as Fire and Explosion Danger, and that the fire event of May 5 2004 at
Tox Free clearly demonstrated the fire and explosion and health risks from burning lithium
batteries?

(12) If not, why not?

2542. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State
Development

I refer to the Australian/New Zealand Standard SAA/SNZ HB 76-1996 - ‘Dangerous Goods - Initial
Emergency Response Guide’, and any of its amendments or replacements -

(1) Will the Minister advise if the Department’s Communications Manager Mr Roger Buddridge
is being truthful and did not mislead, when he publicly stated that ‘lithium batteries were not
classed as dangerous goods’, when the Minister considers the advice and instructions given in
Guide No. 26?

(2) If not, why not?

(3) While recognising that the percentage of lithium content per single battery may influence the
difference between Dangerous (2-5 percent) and non-danger goods (2-3 percent), will the
Minister advise when considering this percentage rule margin (in this case a mere 0-
2 percent), whether Mr Buddridge took into account that it was not just a single battery being
stored, but rather that some 60 tonnes of lithium batteries were stored near or at the seat of the
fire, when he made his claim the batteries were not classed as dangerous goods?

(4) If not, why not?

(5) Will the Minister confirm that lithium batteries as described in the Dangerous Goods Guide
Number 26 also describes them as Water Reactive Substances with Evolving flammable gases
(if brought into contact with water or fire)?
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(6) If not, why not?

(7) Will the Minister confirm that Guide No. 26 states that lithium in a fire and explosion -

(a) produces flammable substances on contact with water;

(b) may ignite on contact with water or moist air;

(c) may react vigorously or explosively on contact with water;

(d) may be ignited by heat, sparks, or flame;

(e) fire will produce irritating, poisonous and/or corrosive gases;

(f) containers may explode when heated;

(g) run-off (fire-water) may create multiple fire or explosion hazard;

(h) inhalation or contact with vapour, substance or decomposition products may cause
severe injury or death;

(i) contaminated run-off (fire-water) from fire control, may pollute waterways; and

(j) consider evacuation at a distance of ‘500 to 800 metres’?

(8) If not, why not?

(9) Will the Minister confirm that SAA/SNZ HB 76-1996 - Guide No. 26 describes lithium
batteries as dangerous goods, and also as Water Reactive Substances with Evolving Gases,
and that under fire, emergency response it says ‘Do Not Use Water or Foam’ (to combat fire)?

(10) If not, why not?

2543. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State
Development

I specifically refer to the Australian/New Zealand Standard SAA/SNZ HB 76-1996 - ‘Dangerous
Goods - Initial Emergency Response Guide’, and any of its amendments or replacements -

(1) Will the Minister confirm that in spite of the advice as per above, it was fact that copious
volumes of solid water jetting was directed at the Tox Free fire, and will he confirm the
volume of water used on the fire?

(2) If not, why not?

(3) Will the Minister advise whether the mandatory Emergency Fire Plan (required by Licence to
be located at the site entry) carried an instruction to not apply water to the fire, and did
however instruct fire combat crews to apply dry sand, graphite powder or lith-l-x-powder
instead?

(4) If not why not?

(5) Will the Minister table a copy of the Emergency Fire Plan that is required by his EDG
Act/Regulations, to always be up-to-date and available in the emergency container at the gate
into the premises?

(6) If not, why not?
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(7) Will the Minister advise whether his EDG Director is required to endorse such Emergency
Fire Plans?

(8) If not, why not?

(9) Will the Minister advise whether his EDG Director had in fact endorsed the subject Tox Free
Emergency Fire Plan?

(10) If not, why not?

(11) Is it true that post-fire, when a member of the community telephoned Ms Daphne Lobo of the
DoIR to request a copy of the Tox Free/Eci Ecologic’s Explosive and Dangerous Goods
Licence(s), the member was told the request was refused on the instructions of the DoIR’s
EDG Act Director, Mr Malcolm Russell, who had said that Legislation prevented it?

(12) If not, why not?

(13) Can the Minister explain when after being refused a copy of Tox Free’s EDG Licence, the
community member was then obliged to have to argue their case for obtaining a copy of the
Licence, directly with EDG Director, Mr. Malcolm Russell, and also explain what excuse Mr
Russell had for demanding to know the reason and purpose for their seeking the Licence(s)?

(14) If not, why not?

(15) Will the Minister list examples of what sort of reasons would justify Mr Russell denying
access to an EDG Licence, especially to a person well known to him, and known by him to be
a credible person?

(16) If not, why not?

2544. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State
Development

I specifically refer to the Australian/New Zealand Standard SAA/SNZ HB 76-1996 - ‘Dangerous
Goods - Initial Emergency Response Guide’, and any of its amendments or replacements -

(1) Will the Minister explain why after much continual resistance, Mr Russell finally told his
caller, that the Legislation has only just been passed by Parliament a few days ago’, (to allow
giving out a copy) and we are not yet properly set up to make Licences publicly available’?

(2) If not, why not?

(3) Will the Minister advise what specific Legislation Mr Russell was referring to in question (1)
above, and when it was passed by Parliament?

(4) If not, why not?

(5) Will the Minister advise what recently redundant prior legislation would have prevented Mr
Russell giving public access to EDG Licences, but was replaced by Legislation passed a few
days ago?

(6) If not, why not?

(7) Will the Minister advise whether or not, EDG Licences have been public documents for many
years, and should have been freely available to the community during that time?
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(8) If not, why not?

(9) Will the Minister advise if there was no previous impediment referred to in question (1)
above, then will the Minister explain the reason why Mr Russell was either refusing to give
copies, or making it extremely difficult to obtain copies?

(10) If not, why not?

(11) Will the Minister advise whether it is true or not true, that recent legislation changes has been
necessary to allow community access to non web-site published EDG Licences?

(12) If not, why not?

(13) Does the Minister agree that as the appointed Director of EDG, Mr Russell, would be
expected to have a sufficient, competent and intimate knowledge of -

(a) the public’s access status when requesting copies of EDG Licences;

(b) the recent and new legislation he claimed to have been recently ‘passed’; and

(c) the previous legislation that was made redundant by the passing of the ‘new’
legislation?

(14) If not, why not?

(15) Will the Minister advise whether and when on what date, Tox Free had made application for a
Licence at any time prior to the fire, to be able to Store lithium batteries under the EDG Act,
and whether or not a licence was subsequently issued or the application was refused, and in
which case why was it refused?

(16) If not, why not?

2545. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State
Development

I specifically refer to the Australian/New Zealand Standard SAA/SNZ HB 76-1996 - ‘Dangerous
Goods - Initial Emergency Response Guide’, and any of it’s amendments or replacements -

(1) Does the Minister consider that Tox Free was EDG licenced in some manner?

(2) If yes to (1), then was the licence for -

(a) storage of circa 60 or more tonnes of lithium batteries; and

(b) to store any quantity at all of lithium batteries?

(3) If no to (1), why not?

(4) Will the Minister advise whether at the time of the fire, a (mandatory) and proper up-to-date
Manifest of E and D Goods was located in the requisite Tox Free’s emergency container, and
located in the requisite/specified place?

(5) If not, why not?

(6) Will the Minister advise whether the mandatory Emergency Fire Plan was also placed at in the
emergency container at the same time?
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(7) If not, why not?

(8) Will the Minister advise whether the (approx) 60 tonnes of lithium batteries held on the Tox
Free site were properly listed in the Emergency Manifest?

(9) If not, why not?

(10) Will the Minister table -

(a) a copy of the EDG Manifest that was inside the emergency container on the night of
the Tox Free Fire; and

(b) a copy of the Emergency Plan that was inside the emergency container on the night of
the Tox Free Fire, and a copy of all EDG Inspectorate’s site Inspection Reports
covering the time between the initial start-up of Tox Free’s operations, the night of the
fire, and post the fire to present date?

(11) If not, why not?

(12) Will the Minister confirm that under this Act, the EDG warning and emergency information
signage is required to be located on view at each and every entry of the premises and advise
whether or not the Tox Free site complied with that in every respect?

(13) Will the Minister advise if the signage in question (11) above, was non-compliant in any
respect?

(14) If not, why not?

(15) Will the Minister advise how many site inspections were carried out by the EDG Inspectorate
since Tox Free’s initial start-up, and explain why any non-compliance was not
enforced/rectified?

(16) If not, why not?

2546. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State
Development

I specifically refer to the Australian/New Zealand Standard SAA/SNZ HB 76-1996 - ‘Dangerous
Goods - Initial Emergency Response Guide’, and any of it’s amendments or replacements -

(1) Can the Minister advise whether or not, the Tox Free Hazmat or similar Emergency
Information Signage, included advice to emergency crews as to -

(a) what method and means to employ to combat the fire;

(b) what personal protection equipment was to be worn by fire fighters;

(c) whether evacuation was to be considered and if so, for what radius/distance; and

(d) what classes of EDG goods were licenced to be on the premises?

(2) If not, why not?

(3) Given that licenced premises such as Tox Free are required by EDG Regulations to have
protection measures/infrastructures in place to imperviously bund, capture and retain spillages,
leakages, and stormwater run-off, and these to be sized in proportion to the volumes of the
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various types of ED goods licenced to be stored, will the Minister advise whether the Tox Free
site had the required infrastructure types to match the licenced volumes eg. including the
specific catchment capacities proportionate to the quantities of ED Goods/Flammable Liquids
etc their licence allows to be on the Premises?

(4) If not, why not?

(5) If the Tox Free site Storage Infrastructures as in question (3) above, are in any way less than
sufficient size/capacity to match the volumes of dangerous goods the Department’s Director
has approved and licenced, will the Minister explain why the Licence to Store was originally
issued, before the required infrastructure was already constructed and in place?

(6) If not, why not?

(7) Will the Minister agree that one of the major non compliance issues, (ref DME vs Waste
Control, April 2001 - Midland Court) throughout most of the whole of the 12 year life of the
Bellevue Waste Control Premises, was that the quantity of dangerous goods the premises was
licenced for, was far in excess of the retention capacities of the anti-spill and stormwater
bunds?

(8) If not, why not?

(9) The Minister made a number of Ministerial Responses to the Whole of Government Response
to the Parliamentary Inquiry into the Bellevue Fire, can the Minister advise whether, how and
which of those responses/commitments were acted upon or implemented, at the Tox Free Fire
site, so as to avoid the same errors that occurred at Bellevue being dangerously repeated?

(10) If not, why not?

2547. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State
Development

I specifically refer to the Australian/New Zealand Standard SAA/SNZ HB 76-1996 - ‘Dangerous
Goods - Initial Emergency Response Guide’, and any of it’s amendments or replacements, and the
March 2004 draft copy of the ‘Update on Progress v Whole of Government Response to the
Parliamentary Inquiry into the Waste Control Toxic Fire at Bellevue’, and specifically to its page 101,
wherein the Minister, along with all regulatory and licencing Government Agencies (and presumably
Mr Malcolm Russell) commits to embracing The Public Right to Know principle. (ref Parliamentary
Inquiry Recommendation No. 19, page 101) -

(1) Will the Minister advise, in what manner was Mr Malcolm Russell and his staff member
acting in accord in with the above recommendation 19, page 101, when they refused a
community person’s simple request for a copy of the Tox Free EDG Licence?

(2) If not, why not?

(3) Will the Minister table copies of all EDG Licences to Store and copies of all inspector’s site
inspection reports, covering the Port Hedland Oil Energy Plant’s licensed lifetime?

(4) If not, then why not?

(5) Will the Minister agree that Australian Standard SAA/SNZ HB 76-1996 - ‘Dangerous Goods -
Initial Emergency Response Guide’ acknowledges on page 2 the involvement and
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contributions of the Minister’s own Department where it is stated ‘The technical information
and detailed drafting was supplied by the following organisations, Department of Minerals
and Energy (among others) in Western Australia’?

(6) If not, why not?

(7) With regard to the lithium batteries storage/treatment/destruction plant operation, will the
Minister advise as to why was Tox Free, and not Cleanaway was the licenced operator?

(8) If not, why not?

2548. Hon Robin Chapple to the Minister for Housing and Works representing the Minister for
Police and Emergency Services

I refer to the February 2001 Toxic Fire at Bellevue on the Waste Control Company’s EDG and DEP
licenced premises, and the recent, (May 2004) fire at Tox Free/Eli Ecologic premises at Mason Road,
Kwinana -

(1) Will the Minister confirm that all premises, licenced under the Explosive and Dangerous
Goods Act, are required to regularly update a manifest, showing the precise locations on the
premises of where all licenced dangerous goods are stored, and the listing and quantifying of
each kind of goods, in each location on the premises, plus a copy of an emergency fire plan,
with all to be placed inside a dedicated emergency information container located at the site’s
entrance(s)?

(2) If not, why not?

(3) Will the Minister table copies of the documents referred to in question (1) above, relevant to
the Tox Free manifest and emergency plan?

(4) If not, why not?

(5) Will the Minister confirm that at the February 15 2001 Waste Control Fire, Bellevue -

(a) that the first FESA crews tackled the fire without attempting to access the mandatory
Emergency Information Cylinder/Container that was supposed to contain the Manifest
of Dangerous Goods on site, and the Emergency Fire Plan;

(b) that FESA, having tackled the above fire without accessing the Emergency Container,
were therefore ignorant of the nature of the substances involved in the fire, and also
ignorant that SAA/SNZ HB 76-1996 Guide Emergency Response Guide -
recommended methods of fire combat for a number of chemicals stored on the site,
that instructed/implied ‘Do not use Water’ (it being dangerously incompatible with
some substances on the site);

(c) that FESA applied some three and a quarter million litres of water to the fire within
it’s first four hours, thereby producing many thousands of litres of seriously
contaminated fire-water that subsequently polluted surrounding land and water,
leading on to site clean-up costs of $millions; and

(d) that FESA also ignored the Licence Hazmat signage affixed to the front gate of the
Bellevue premises, that carried graphically displayed Emergency Information which
included information as to what type of Dangerous Goods (eg. toxic) were likely to be
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on site, and other display that also advised and implied, (among other things), ‘Do not
use Water’ and ‘Use Personal Protection Equipment’ (which was not heeded in many
instances)?

(6) If not, why not?

2549. Hon Robin Chapple to the Minister for Housing and Works representing the Minister for
Police and Emergency Services

I refer to the February 2001 Toxic Fire at Bellevue on the Waste Control Company’s EDG and DEP
Licenced premises, and the recent, (May 2004) fire at Tox Free/Eli Ecologic premises at Mason Road,
Kwinana -

(1) Will the Minister explain why in the case of the recent fire at Tox Free/Eci Ecologic Waste
Treatment Company recent fire at Mason Road Kwinana on May 5 2004, that, as with the
Bellevue fire, FESA once again did not attempt to access to the mandatory ‘Emergency
Information Cylinder/Container’ (attached to the fence of the Premises in compliance with the
EDG Act)?

(2) If not, why not?

(3) Will the Minister confirm whether an Emergency Fire Plan and a Dangerous Goods Manifest
was in fact posted and available in the Tox Free Emergency Container at the time of the fire?

(4) If not, why not?

(5) Will the Minister explain why, that as with the Bellevue fire event, FESA once again failed to
access the Emergency Container Fire Plan and Chemical Manifest, before it tackled the fire
with means contradictory to the Australian Standards set out in SAA/SNZ HB 76-1996,
Guide 26 for lithium battery fires?

(6) If not, why not?

(7) Will the Minister confirm that as with the Bellevue fire, in the case of the Tox Free fire, then
once again a Volunteer Bushfire Brigade was dispatched, (regardless in this instance of
whether it engaged the fire or not) to attend a Chemical Danger Goods Premises Fire, and was
put at risk of dangerous exposure to fighting a type of fire for which it was neither equipped or
trained for, and in the essential wearing of personal protection equipment and breathing
apparatus?

(8) If not, why not?

(9) Will the Minister table a copy/transcript of the FESA running sheet, showing receipt of alarm
and other calls and actions, covering the duration of the Tox Free fire event, with a copy of the
pertinent follow-up Post Incident Assessment Report?

(10) If not, why not?

(11) Will the Minister agree that Australian Standard SAA/NZ HB 76-1996, Guide No. 26 is
specific to lithium fires, (described therein as ‘Water Reactive Substance - Fires with Evolving
Gases’) and that the instruction therein states ‘Do not use water or foam’, and that the guide
goes on to further instruct, for lithium fires, use dry sand graphite powder or lith-l-x powder?
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(12) Will the Minister confirm whether, and explain why, the attending FESA fire units ignored the
Guide 26 instruction not to use water, but applied high powered solid water jets instead?

(13) If not, why not?

2550. Hon Robin Chapple to the Minister for Housing and Works representing the Minister for
Police and Emergency Services

I refer to the February 2001 Toxic Fire at Bellevue on the Waste Control Company’s EDG and DEP
Licenced premises, and the recent, (May 2004) fire at Tox Free/Eli Ecologic premises at Mason Road
Kwinana -

(1) Will the Minister advise whether the FESA unit(s) attending Tox Free were equipped at the
time of the fire, as per the Guide 26 instructions, ie. with dry sand, graphite powder, or lith 1-
x-powder, and whether they were/are equipped with the means to apply these materials?

(2) If not, why not?

(3) Will the Minister explain why sites such as the Tox Free site that store specific dangerous
Goods that require specific fire combat materials, are not required to carry and properly store
on their premises, the type of fire combat materials specified within the Emergency Response
Guide 26 for emergency use?

(4) If not, why not?

(5) Will the Minister advise in the instance of lithium and or other Toxic/Dangerous substances
being stored at Tox Free, and or at other various industrial sites in the Metro area, whether
FESA itself holds the combat materials prescribed in Guide 6 and other guides, and why they
do not if that is the case?

(6) If not, why not?

(7) Will the Minister advise the type and quantity of alternative to water fire combat materials
FESA Base Stations, hold ready for use in fires such as Tox Free?

(8) If not, why not?

(9) Will the Minister advise what equipment do the FESA units that attended Tox Free, possess,
for them to actually be able to apply alternative combat materials in the event that alternatives
had been available?

(10) If not, why not?

(11) Will the Minister explain why the Kwinana Industrial area should not have it’s own local
based fire units that are suitably trained and equipped especially to deal with local industrial
hazards, as opposed to Rockingham being the nearest Career Fire fighting unit which
seemingly is without water alternative fire combat materials?

(12) If not,why not?

(13) Will the Minister acknowledge that Guide No. 26, also advises health (safety protection)
advice that describes lithium batteries in fires as having the potential for inhalation or contact
with vapour, substance or decomposition products that may cause severe injury or death’?
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(14) If not, why not?

(15) Will the Minister confirm the Dangerous Goods - Initial Emergency Response Guide -
Australian Standards SAA/SNZ HB 76-1996 - Guide No. 26, acknowledges on page 2, ‘the
Technical information and detailed drafting was supplied by (among others) the Department
of Minerals and Energy - Western Australia’?

2551. Hon Robin Chapple to the Minister for Housing and Works representing the Minister for
Police and Emergency Services

I refer to the February 2001 Toxic Fire at Bellevue on the Waste Control Company’s EDG and DEP
Licenced premises, and the recent (May 2004) fire at Tox Free/Eli Ecologic premises at Mason Road,
Kwinana -

(1) Will the Minister confirm that as part of the ‘Whole of Government Response to the
Parliamentary Inquiry’s Findings and Recommendations on the Bellevue Fire’, that FESA
committed to implementing the Australian Standard Dangerous Goods - Initial Emergency
Response Guide SAA/SNZ HB 76-1996, when dealing with Explosive and Dangerous Goods
Emergencies?

(2) If not, why not?

(3) With reference to the ‘Whole of Government Response to the Bellevue Fire Parliamentary
Inquiry’ on pages 10 and 11, the Minister specifically refers to the SAA/SNZ Standard in her
Ministerial response to ‘Recommendation 16, page 76’, in remedy of avoiding a repetition of
FESA’s poor emergency response performance at the Bellevue Toxic fire in 2001, will the
Minister agree that the Tox Free fire has proved that little or nothing has changed in respect in
the three plus years between the Bellevue fire and the Tox Free fire, especially at the front end
of initial tackling of toxic/hazardous/dangerous chemical fires?

(4) If not, why not?

(5) Can the Minister explain of what use is the Regulations -

(a) if Explosive and Dangerous Goods Act licences and licence conditions are not
enforced or even compliance audited;

(b) if the mandatory provisions of EDG Manifests and  Emergency Fire Plans placed at
premise’s boundary fence-line are not enforced, and are not maintained/updated, and
are not even accessed during emergencies;

(c) if adoption of Australian Standards and Australian Standard Instructions for fighting
toxic chemical fires, results in fire combat methods and
materials/instructions/safety/health danger instructions being ignored; and

(d) if in committing to respond to, and embracing parliamentary inquiry
recommendations, these instruments are subsequently being ignored and not applied at
the end of the hose?

(6) If not, why not?

(7) Instead of relying on site specific information placed in site emergency containers, did the Tox
Free attending brigades rely on carrying non-current/out of date lists of ED Goods said to be
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stored on the premises (thereby dangerously circumventing the Act where up-to-date
manifests are regulated to be placed at the premises for emergencies) and is this general
practice?

(8) If not, why not?

2552. Hon Robin Chapple to the Minister for Local Government and Regional Development
representing the Minister for the Environment

I refer to matters connected with the Waste Control Toxic Fire at Bellevue on February 15 2001, and
the recent fire on May 5 2004 at the Tox Free/Eci Ecologic Prescribed Premises at Mason Road,
Kwinana -

(1) Is it true the Tox Free Waste Treatment/Storage Kwinana Premises have from time to time
been the subject of community complaints, specifically concerning poor housekeeping, poor
security, and non-compliance(s) with both or either of it’s Explosive and Dangerous Goods
Licence/or it’s DoE Licence to Operate, and questions concerning system emissions and
monitoring, and environmental failure of the treatment plant to achieve it’s licenced purpose?

(2) Will the Minister table the list of community complaints known to have been made or
received by DoE, concerning Tox Free, since Tox Free’s acquisition of Eci Ecologic, and
documents showing what action eventuated from those complaints?

(3) If not, why not?

(4) Will the Minister advise when and what approval process(s), was employed by DoE, when
giving approval to the Cleanaway company to -

(a) install equipment to store, treat, and or destroy lithium, and other type batteries at the
Tox Free Premises, (ie. Works Approval) and if none issued, then why not; and

(b) issue Cleanaway or Tox Free with a Licence to Operate the equipment as in (a) above,
and if none issued then, why not?

(5) If not, why not?

(6) Is it true DoE issued Tox Free with a Licence to Operate with Preamble that stated, ‘because
of sensitivity and community concern, the operator is required to consult with the community
prior to making changes to the operation’?

(7) If not true, then why not true?

(8) At the issue time of in question (6) above, did the DoE revisit and take into account the then
current Tox Free Licence to Operate, as part of the Department’s process of approval for
Cleanaway (or Tox Free ) to install and/or operate the battery plant?

(9) If not, why not?

(10) Can the Minister explain why the licence was not revisited by DoE at the subject time, then
when was it revisited and if not revisited, then why was it not revisited?

(11) If the Licence was revisited as in question (8) above, then how, when and with which
community body(s) did the operator consult?
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(12) Will the Minister advise -

(a) whether DoE were serious about the need for community consultation, and why then
if the DoE was in fact serious, did it locate the requirement to consult within the
Licence Preamble, where the requirement would not be legally enforceable; and

(b) why then did DoE not locate the requirement for community consultation as a
condition of licence, where the requirement would then be enforceable?

(13) If not, then why not?

2553. Hon Robin Chapple to the Minister for Local Government and Regional Development
representing the Minister for the Environment

I refer to matters connected with the Waste Control Toxic Fire at Bellevue on February 15 2001, and
the recent fire on May 5 2004 at the Tox Free/Eci Ecologic Prescribed Premises at Mason Road,
Kwinana -

(1) Given that the DoE’s Tox Free conditions of licence to operate, generally duplicate the Tox
Free’s DoIR Explosive and Dangerous Goods Conditions to Store Licence, in that both
licences required the site to be properly equipped with infrastructures such as hard stand areas,
bunded areas, drainage with rainwater/stormwater retention facilities, all to be on top of
impervious barriers beneath the storage and handling areas, can the Minister advise whether
the site fully complied with these conditions, and why were they not in compliance if that is
the case?

(2) If not, why not?

(3) Will the Minister table all DoE site inspection reports made during the licenced time of Tox
Free’s Mason Road operations, and advise whether the premises were audited in any form,
prior to commencement of operations, or during the life of the operations, to determine the
degree of Tox Free’s (or Cleanaway’s) Licence or Works Order Compliance?

(4) If not, why not?

(5) At all times, did the premises properly comply with the Act, the Licences and/or works order?

(6) If the premises were not in compliance with the Act, the licences or works orders, at all
material times, then will the Minister advise as to what extent it was non-compliant, and given
the historical record of community concern about the site explain why the site was non-
compliant, and why the DoE had not ensured compliance?

(7) If not, why not?

(8) If the site was non-compliant, then will the Minister prosecute the licencee, and/or discipline
the responsible DoE staff for failing to have ensured compliance?

(9) If not, why not?

(10) Was stack emission or other emission testing carried out on the Battery Plant and if so, when
was it carried out during the time of it’s operation and did the testing include the full index of
emissions likely to have been encountered during operation of the battery treatment
equipment?
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(11) If not, why not?

(12) Will the Minister table a copy of the test analysis results referred to in question (10) above?

(13) If no to (12), why not?

(14) Will the Minister advise at what time DoE commenced and completed air quality testing on
May 5 2004, what elements were tested for, for what reason was it tested and table all said test
results?

(15) If not, why not?

2554. Hon Robin Chapple to the Minister for Local Government and Regional Development
representing the Minister for the Environment

I refer to matters connected with the Waste Control Toxic Fire at Bellevue on February 15 2001, and
the recent fire on May 5 2004 at the Tox Free/Eci Ecologic Prescribed Premises at Mason Road,
Kwinana -

(1) Regardless of whether the lithium batteries contained 2-3 percent or 2-5 percent lithium, why
did DoE claim lithium batteries are not dangerous goods, given their published toxicity when
involved in fire conditions, and given the order of magnitude of circa 60 tonnes of lithium
batteries being stored at the time?

(2) Will the Minister advise if the threshold of lithium content in lithium batteries is 2-5 percent,
then at what percentage would a common sense rule be applied, in the instance of a border-
line percentage content, specifically when a high tonnage of storage is involved?

(3) If not, why not?

(4) Will the Minister advise -

(a) the volume of fire-fighting water poured onto the site, and what measures were used
to control run-off of the fire-water, where the run-off was collected, and whether it
was collected, and how, and what and where was it’s final disposal place;

(b) with what, and to what extent was the fire-water contaminated;

(c) is the Minister fully aware of the health advice/instruction contained in
Guides 26 and 27 of the SAA/SNZ HB 76-1996 Standard, wherein it is published
‘Run-off from fire control or dilution water may pollute waterways’; and

(d) will the Minister take action against -

(i) FESA for causing offsite pollution; and/or

(ii) take action against Cleanaway or Tox Free for causing pollution?

(5) If not, why not?

(6) Was the Heat Team mobilised to deal with the fire, and will the Minister table a run report
sheet of the Heat proceedings of the subject day?

(7) If not, why not?
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(8) Given that Tox Free also are closely linked with the Oil Energy Waste treatment plant in Port
Hedland, will the Minister table copies of all works approvals, licences to operate, site
inspection reports, community complaints, all stack test emission results, manifests and
licences belonging to this Port Hedland operation?

(9) If not, why not?

(10) Will the Minister advise were the subject batteries rejected by South Australia before dispatch
to Western Australia?

(11) If so, why were they rejected, and why were acceptable to be admitted to Western Australia?

(12) If not, why not?

(13) Why did the DoE not require Cleanaway to be licenced to install and operate it’s equipment,
instead of allowing Cleanaway to operate under the Tox Free Licence(s)?

(14) Considering the DoIR’s claim the batteries were not classed as dangerous goods, can the
Minister explain why the batteries were imported into Western Australia from East Timor for
incineration at considerable cost, if as claimed by DoIR’s EDG Director Malcolm Russell,
they are not Dangerous Goods?

(15) If not, why not?

2555. Hon Robin Chapple to the Minister for Local Government and Regional Development
representing the Minister for the Environment

I refer to matters connected with the Waste Control Toxic Fire at Bellevue on February 15 2001, and
the recent fire on May 5 2004 at the Tox Free/Eci Ecologic Prescribed Premises at Mason Road,
Kwinana -

(1) Considering the DoIR’s claim the batteries were not classed as dangerous goods, can the
Minister explain -

(a) whether the batteries were imported under a Licence to Import (State or Federal);

(b) if not, why not; and

(c) if the batteries were imported under licence, then was the Import Classification one of
dangerous goods or one of hazardous waste?

(2) If not, why not?

L B MARQUET
Clerk of the Legislative Council


